MAINTENANCE PERSON I
COMBINATION ROAD, SIGN, BRIDGE
MAINTENANCE WORKER AND TRUCK DRIVER

GENERAL DEFINITION
Under immediate supervision, performs moderate to heavy manual labor in maintaining County road system, acts in the capacity of a flagman during routine maintenance work under road traffic; operates trucks, light specialized equipment; performs rough carpentry work and other duties in erecting, taking down and repairing highway signs; performs routine manual labor in construction, repairing and maintaining bridges, drives motor truck equipment with either flatbed or dump body transporting materials for the above listed related functions plus fill material, sand, gravel, crushed rock, bituminous material, drives truck equipment with blade, scraper or wing or any combination thereof for the removal of snow and/or sand spreader; performs routine maintenance of service work on trucks and acts as a helper to the mechanic doing major repairs and performs related duties as required.

JOB CHARACTERISTICS
Uses all road, sign and bridge related tools such as brooms, scrapers, rakes, shovels, handsaws, hammers, bars, wrenches, concrete or asphalt finishing tools, forks, chain saws, power saws, pneumatic or mechanical tools, etc. Acts as a flagman, dumpman, rock weigher or checker, erects or dismantles barricades or other road sign work. Cuts weeds and brush from roadways or ditches using riding tractor and mowers or hand tools, operates air compressor and jackhammer to break up pavement and rock, during winter can be used as snow plower operator or truck driver. Duties may vary with seasonable, climatic or program conditions. Work is normally performed under the direction of the maintenance foreman, but some assignments may be carried out without immediate or continuing supervision. Other duties as directed by the County Engineer.

EDUCATION AND SKILL REQUIREMENTS
Required knowledge, skills and abilities: Ability to understand and carry out oral and written instructions, average degree of eye-hand-foot coordination, ability to perform routine heavy manual labor for extended periods under adverse weather conditions and unpleasant physical environment (physical strength and stamina sufficient to operate heavy trucks and equipment) and perform manual labor. Possession of a valid state commercial driver’s license.

Minimum education, training and experience. Experience in construction work sufficient to provide familiarity with operation and uses of equipment.